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"Bitcoin is a technological tour de France"

Bill Gates
Co-founder of Microsoft, investor and philanthropist

"When bitcoin currency is converted from currency into cash, that interface has to
remain under some regulatory safeguards. I think the fact that within the bitcoin
universe an algorithm replaces the function of the government... that is actually
pretty cool"

Al Gore
Former vice president of the United States

"Bitcoin is a remarkable cryptographic achievement... the ability to create
something which is not duplicable in the digital world has enormous value... Lots

of people will build business on top of that."

Eric Schmidt
Executive chairman of Google

"I think the internet is going to be one of the major forces for reducing the role of
government. The one thing that's missing but that will soon be developed, is a
reliable e-cash."

Milton Friedman
Economist who received the 1976 Nobel prize in Economic Science for his research on consumption analysis,
monetary history and theory, and the complexity of stabilization policy.
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"In the long-term bitcoin moves above $500,000 within three years. Bets?"

John McAfee
Founder of the software antivirus company McAfee Associates

"It is not a speculative investment even though it is used as such by other people.
As bitcoin network grows the value of bitcoin grows. As people move into bitcoin
for payments and receipts they stop using US Dollars, Euros and Chinese Yuan
witch in the long-term devaluates these currencies."

John McAfee
Founder of the software antivirus company McAfee Associates
McAfee twitted this on 17 July 2017.
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Introduction
The cryptocurrencies market today has become a multibillion dollar industry. Tough is yet to be accepted as
a tool for everyday exchanges, comparable to your standard fiat currency such as the USD or Euro.
Currently, Bitcoin holding a market capital of over 130 billion dollars, Ethereum over 50 billion dollars and
ripple over 25 billion dollars just to name a few, and a total of over 325 billion dollars across all the
cryptocurrencies, it is expected to see rapid growth during upcoming years. We established
www.bitsoftbay.com because we believe in the potential of this new technology.
Large capital acquisitions through ICO’s, combined with an increasing public interest and acceptance of
cryptocurrencies as a form of trade, will provide start-ups and investors alike with opportunities for rapid
projects development and expansion.
We at www.BitSoftBay.com, are currently developing a platform witch will provide investors the
opportunity to participate in our token cloud sale via www.bitsoftbay.com
The following chart shows the price and volume of Bitcoin for the last 30 days.
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Strategy
BitSoft Interprojects and www.bitsoftbay.com is a Romanian based company committed to bring
cryptocurrencies to the world in a simplified, user friendly way.
www.bitsoftbay.com is a hybrid, next generation platform that allows users to trade cryptocurrencies to fiat
and also allows users to trade hashing power in a stock market-like way.
We offer alternative financial and non-banking asset management solutions outside of traditional financial
systems. Unlike them we offer a transparent service and we place all assets straight in to the blockchain.
Unfortunately, many of the cryptocurrencies trading platforms of today, suffer from a lack of support
towards their customers or are hard to use and outdated. We are committed to provide full and professional
support, 24/7 365 day.
Our team is composed of highly skilled professionals and motivated individuals with experience in different
fields. All our team have driven some successful projects along the line and some that felt short of reaching
their targets. Combining our skills and experiences in developing and managing businesses we have become
increasingly successful, thriving from our success and learning from our mistakes.
We have amongst us some of the early miners of “the new gold”, some of the early adopters of the bitcoin and
the blockchain technology, going way back as far as 2010, when this new technology and “magic money” that
now we call cryptocurrencies, was regarded as useless and very few believed in it. This gives us the technical
maturity and insight as to developing a business and providing financial solutions utilizing our own
conceived blockchain technology.
We will deliver fast, secure and easy solution providing a boost and easy service for people and companies all
around the world.
We aim to become the new world leading trading platform.

Ovidiu Marian Miel
CEO and founder of BitSoft Interprojects.
The strategic skills from a military background mixed with administrative skills from one of the largest
NGO'S from Italy

Marius Covaci
Software engineer with many years of experience as senior software architect in the cryptography field.
Graduated Technical University of Timisoara with a MD in System Software. Marius will lead the
development team.

Rodica Tamas
Coming from a financial background, was the secretary of the national treasury of Romania and chief of the
administration office of the National Bank of Romania for over 20 years.
And over 8 years at G4S Romania leading the bureau of processing and administration of assets.

Larisa Tamas
Expert financial adviser and analyst with administrative and management skillset.
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Expert in economic science.

Liviu Pop
Co-founder of BitSoft Interprojects
Experienced in forex trading and cryptocurrencies trading for over 6 years.

Mihai Oniga
Co-founder of BitSoft Interprojects
Over 8 years of marketing and communications skills.

Mihai Gergely
Graphics and design with over 15 years of experience.
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Strategy
Our goal is to become the next generation trading platform, creating an entire ecosystem around the
blockchain technology, allowing the common user the necessary tools in a very user-friendly environment.
Ultimately, we wish to drive the creation of a new financial solution that can be accepted and embraced by
everyone and promoting the blockchain technology and all the cryptocurrencies to general population.
After analyzing the past 3 years and seeing the increase success of the initial coin offering (ICO) practice, we
have concluded that more and more companies and startups will adopt this practice in the future and that it
will become the new standard in financing the new or old businesses. Investors are attracted to this practice
for more than one reason, investing in a new company may turn very profitable, believing and supporting
and idea, the willingness to be free and be part of a world that leads towards the future, not lead by big
corporations that monopolize and manipulate the financial world but using a free market driven by the
common user.
Due to all the regulations and boundaries currently enveloping financial markets, it has become increasingly
difficult for fresh startups and even existing companies that don't have the necessary capital to enter
financial markets, creating limitations and allowing only a handful to control it and even manipulate it. The
practice of ICO allows the innovators to step in, bringing new ideas and a more clear and trustworthy system
for all.
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Short term targets
We will provide a new gen hybrid trading platform that will allow our customers to trade between
cryptocurrencies and fiat moneys.
A hashing power market where users can sell or buy mining power to use as they please.
Create the BitSoft coin. A new cryptocurrency that will bring instant transactions, absolute security and
anonymity, a masternodes system and of course greater value. The BitSoft coin.
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Regulations and licenses
Licensing and legal rights is one of the main requirements of every financial institution. The BitSoft
Interprojects company understands that the financial institutions like ours, all across the globe are heavily
targeted by regulators that aim to bring the cryptocurrencies exchanges under full governmental regulation.
BitSoft Interprojects company aims to bring the www.BitSoftBay.com platform at the highest standard of
quality and legal status in all the countries that we will provide our services. Acknowledging that this is very
important for our clients and us, we will allocate the necessary funds for acquiring permits and legal support,
to ensure compliance and satisfy the need of our customers.
Countries developing its regulatory and legal framework for cryptocurrencies, or those that do not prohibit
its use, are: Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark,
France, Germany, Hong Kong, Israel, Italy, Japan, Ukraine, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Romania,
Singapore, Slovenia, South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, Turkey, Great Britain, and the United States
of America.
Our goal is to bring trough www.BitSoftBay.com platform, the cryptocurrencies universe to all the countries
on the globe.
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BitSoft Coin
The complete whitepaper of the BitSoft Coin will be published at a later date, before the date of launch.
There are many different cryptocurrencies on the market and they all have their share of “the good, the bad
and the ugly”. Some of them have scalability issues, others have security problems, some of them were just
made by copying others that already exist.
Our ambition is to create a cryptocurrency that will eliminate the “bad and the ugly” out of the equation.
Easy to use wallets with a user-friendly interface, smart contracts, great scalability, secure and anonymous
transactions, instant transactions and a masternode system that will allow a full democratic ecosystem.
The BitSoft Coin will be made 100% ASIC resistant, giving everyone a fair chance at mining it. From the
genesis block will be mined the exact number of tokens that we offer in our private sale, pre-ICO and ICO.
When the BitSoft Coin will be released, the holders of the BitSoft tokens will be able to swap their tokens
for the BitSoft Coin. All the tokens that were swapped will be deposited in a single wallet and burned
afterwards.
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ICO structure
The name of the tokens is BitSoft Token (BSTX)
We have created our BSTX tokens using Token Wizard POA Network
Token Wizard is a client-side tool to create token and crowd sale contracts in five steps. It helps you to publish
contracts on the Ethereum network, verify them in Etherscan, create a crowd sale page with stats. For participants, the
wizard creates a page to invest into the campaign.
Smart contracts based on TokenMarket contracts.

0xA73AFB22458C133922Ac5829eBd4dE432910Cf65
This is our crowd sale address. In order to buy tokens, you need to send ETH here and you will receive your
tokens in the wallet you used to send the ETH.
www.BitSoftBay.com will issue the BitSoft token (BSTX) on the Ethereum platform. The total number of
BST is 5,450,000 tokens.
The cost of one token is set at 0.01 ETH. (no bonus included)
The tokens will be distributed proportionately to investors' contribution during the ICO, subject to any
premiums.
Private sale parameters
The private sale will take place until the start of the pre-ICO
Volume of the private sale is 125,000 BST tokens
The bonus for the private sale is 150% (for each 10 BSTX the clients receive 25 BSTX)
Pre‐ICO parameters
The pre-ICO will occur on the timespan of 3 weeks
Volume of the pre-ICO sale is 375,000 BSTX tokens
The bonus of the pre-ICO sale is 60% (for each 10 BSTX the clients receive 16 BSTX)
(IMAGE)
ICO parameters
The ICO will start at 2 weeks after the pre-ICO has ended and will occur on the timespan of 9 weeks
Volume of the ICO sale is 4,950,000 BSTX tokens
The ICO will take place on the course of 6 weeks and will have 3 stages.
Stage 1 week 1-3 with a bonus of 30% (for each 10 BSTX the clients receive 13 BSTX)
Stage 2 week 4-7 with a bonus of 20% (for each 10 BSTX the clients receive 12 BSTX)
Stage 3 week 7-9 with a bonus of 10% (for each 10 BSTX the clients receive 11 BSTX)
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Roadmap
The token launch is set for 1 May 2018
Following the ICO will bring a continuous expansion into other continents, gradually, we will drastically
improve the functionality of our platform and services implementing new features and bringing the
cryptocurrencies to the world trough www.BitSoftBay.com
10 May 2018
Start of the pre-ICO
31 May 2018
End of the pre-ICO
Marketing and legal support
10 June 2018
Start of the main ICO
21 June 2018
Realizing alpha platform to token holders
4 July 2018
The end of the main ICO
September 2018
acquire license and all legalization required for www.BitSoftBay.com platform
October 2018
launch of the fully operational www.BitSoftBay.com platform
October 2018
mining the genesis block of the BitSoft coin and releasing it, starting the swap of BSTX tokens to BSCX coin
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Conclusion
The cryptocurrencies revolution has already started and will shape the financial systems in the world. BitSoft
Interprojects company wants to be part and key player in to this new era of innovation and technology.
With the rise of bitcoin and the rest of the altcoins, more and more people and companies will find their way
into this universe embracing the new technology that gives us so much security freedom and privacy. Our
belief is that BitSoft corporation through its www.BitSoftBay.com platform and the new BitSoft coin, will
bring much more interest and acceptance of the cryptocurrency universe among the rest of the people that
have not yet embraced it.
With the www.BitSoftBay.com hybrid platform, we will set the new standard in the crypto market.
Join us today to shape tomorrow together.
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